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About This Game

Multiplayer deathmatch games with drones!

Enjoy fast multiplayer action with your drone in Deathmatch and Team Deathmatch competitions in exotic arenas.

Arena is a game from the creators of Drone Fighters. Although it’s a very different kind of game, your avatars and drones will
be synced across both games if you play them. Just like Drone Fighters, Arena is also supporting cross platform play between

non-VR PC, Vive and Oculus players.

There are 2 types of competitions in this Early Access version, Deathmatch and Team Deathmatch. We will be adding new
modes with upcoming patches. Game controls are tuned to the platform, and we’ve tried to make it fun whatever your device of

choice to play Arena.

As in all Surreal powered games, you can customize your drone and avatar in great detail, and use the same configuration for all
our other games.

Join the community and share your thoughts and feedback. We want you to be part of the development process.
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Title: Arena
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Sports, Early Access
Developer:
Surreal Games
Publisher:
Surreal Games
Release Date: 1 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 7

Processor: Intel i5-4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Great game! Using same drones as Drone Fighters game. I understand why it was a bundle. You should think as this bundle is a
one full game. They seperated for different style of gmaplays. Downside of that hard to find other people online to play with it.
As I say it for Drone Fighters, play this game with your friend. We are playing together, it's a lot of fun.. More people should
buy it to have bigger matches. Me and my friend bought this game last day, I play on PC he has Oculus. I will try VR version at
his house soon. He said it's very nice. We had great time, one of the games we played 2 more players joined, that was awesome.
I mean it's an indie game, it has potantial. Hope more plyaers will join soon. If they will update often and add features and game
types this game can be a winner. I would like to try a capture the flag kind of game in larger arena.. This game is pretty good!
It's a little hard to stumble upon others for a pickup game at the moment, but that will get easier over time as more people
download the game. When playing with some of my friends, it was quite fun. It takes a little time to get used to manuevering
and firing\/aiming at the same time, but once you get the hang of it, there's nothing like zapping your opponents out of
existance. The environmental details are a nice touch, don't overlook them while in the heat of battle.
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